Below are just some of the video classes you will find on these two sites.
Click on any class below for more information or to enroll.
For just $29 a month, you will receive access to more than 50 hours
of sensuous lovemaking skills from the best teachers in the world.

Classes from OrgasmicYoga.com:

Joy of Thrusting
Modern men have lost a lot of fluidity in their hips. American
men are especially notorious for the immobility of their hips.
Where can men learn to move from rigid grinding to graceful
pelvic thrusting. In this class Philip Deal demonstrates more
than twenty different thrusting practices and positions
making use of a Fleshlight.

Masturbation Engineering
Bruce Grether and Blue Tyger’s "Nine Golden Keys to Mindful
Masturbation" offers men clear and simple instructions to
escape from habit and enjoy the healthy benefits of
embodied masturbation.

Solo Rope Bondage
Orgasmic Yoga involving Japanese-style inspired rope
bondage and other styles of rope play can be both fun and
erotic. If you are not experienced with rope, we recommend
not playing with rope by yourself. Some warnings: Never use
a gag in your solo sessions. Never tie yourself to something
immovable and never combine solo rope bondage with
alcohol.

Poetry in Practice
Poet Letta Neely begins slow and easy, caressing her whole
body. "Learn your body," she says in her soundtrack poem.
As her session evolves, she focuses more on arousal and
excitement. Her message to us all as we masturbate,
"Liberate yourself."

Embodied Porn Watching
The foundational practice of Embodied Porn Watching is
quite simple: Stand up and move while you watch. This shift
from almost motionless sex to moving during masturbation
allows you to enjoy your arousal, break old habits and
explore new ways of being sexual. In seven different
classes, you can explore a variety of easy-to-learn practices
involving movement, breathing, touch and placement of
attention.

Palm Springs Tantric Yoga
Loren invites you to practice along with him during this
Tantric Yoga class in Palm Springs. The practices you will
learn promote sexual freedom and vibrant health. Loren is a
Taosit teacher in Mantak Chia tradition, weaving together
sexuality and spirituality.

Sexual Kung Fu
A Chinese form of Orgasmic Yoga, Sexual Kung Fu is the
skillful practice of sex. Kung means practice and Fu is skill.
Practice consists of cultivating high levels of energy through
the systematic process of arousal. Tools of breathing and
mindfulness are then utilized to circulate that energy
throughout the body and brain.

Female Genital Massage
Annie Sprinkle promises that with this massage video, you
can satisfy a woman to her core ... every time! In Fire in the
Valley, you will learn from three erotically-gifted women as
they receive thirty different erotic massage strokes on their
erectile tissues - including the clitoris, labia, g-spot and
vagina.

Male Genital Massage
This is the ultimate hand job lesson, providing live-action
instruction on how to pleasure a man's penis. Learn the joys
of giving and receiving thirty genital massage strokes that
often produce a transformative full-bodied orgasm. Includes
instruction on the Big Draw, a pleasurable alternative to
ejaculation.

Uranus: Self Anal Massage
Anal pleasure and health are important frontiers to be
explored by all men. Watch and learn self rosebud massage,
enlightened prostate massage, and simultaneous anal and
genital stimulation. Discover the best positions, toys and
dildos to maximize your relaxation and pleasure.

Divine Nectar: Exploring Female
Ejaculation
Learn from six erotically-gifted women who share with us
their personal stories and explicit demonstrations of female
ejaculation. Most women have the capacity for the
ejaculation experience. With this visionary class you can
awaken that capacity.

Healing Sex
Somatic teacher Staci Haines, author of Healing Sex: A MindBody Approach and the best-selling, Politics of Trauma,
offers this video training in Healing Sexual Abuse. The
teaching is not just for survivors of sexual abuse.
Psychotherapists, sex coaches, tantra teachers, and somatic
practitioners of all sorts and their clients will benefit from
these body-based practices for healing.

Classes from Erotic Massage:

Soft Cock Erotic Massage: Sensuous
Lessons for the Orgasmic Man
Why have so few men experienced the wonders of soft cock
erotic massage? Skilled erotic bodyworkers offer you a
master class in giving and receiving more than twenty ways
to touch a soft penis. Take your man into orgasmic bliss with
easy to learn erotic massage skills.

Oral Sex for Couples, Fabulous Fellatio
One of the world's best sex educators, Jaiya, offers the
ultimate in blow job lessons. Fellate your lover and bring
yourself full body pleasure using simple and intimate
techniques. Invaluable for new couples seeking more sensual
lovemaking and for older couples looking to spark their sex
life.

Oral Sex for Couples, Connected
Cunnilingus
Jaiya takes you on a journey beyond mundane oral sex into
delightful choreographies that integrate the mouth and
hands. The author of Blow Each Other Away is the leading
sexologist teaching couples the art of cunnilingus.

The Best of Vulva Massage
Bringing the best of sixteen different erotic massage
videos, this anthology offers the full spectrum of vulva
touch: lovemaking with a partner, self-loving, ritual
healing, genital therapy, sex coaching, female
ejaculation and good old-fashioned pleasuring with
Betty Dodson, Jaiya, Annie Sprinkle and more.

The Best of Penis Massage
Learn how to massage the penis from playful, creative men
and women liberated from sexual habit. Includes: lovemaking
with a partner, masturbation, erotic initiation, sex coaching,
exploring altered states, and good old-fashioned pleasuring.

Anal Massage on a Woman
Explore the pleasures of anal eroticism. Learn the art of
giving an external anal massage, of penetrating gracefully
and of totaling eliminating anal pain. These anal massage
lessons instruct you in giving a woman simultaneous genital
and anal stimulation.

Anal Massage on a Man
Explore the pleasures of anal eroticism, including how to
contact the prostate: the male G spot. Learn the art of giving
an external anal massage, penetrating gracefully, and
replacing negative feelings and attitudes toward the anus
and rectum with positive ones. These pleasures are not just
for gay men.

Genital Massage for Men
Three erotically-gifted women caress their male lovers deep
into non-ordinary erotic states and create new pleasure
patterns in their bodies. The masseuses demonstrate twenty
ways to touch the male genitals. Jaiya shows us how to delay
ejaculation and prolong pleasure.

femme à femme - Erotic Massage
Five sensuous women teach us a Swedish, Esalen and Tantric
style massage for the female body. The strokes you will learn
are gentle, flowing, and nurturing. This massage approaches
the whole body as an erogenous zone. This massage feels
great on both female and male bodies.

Lovers getting started with Erotic
Massage
Destin and Anastasia offer you a class in how they brought
erotic massage into their relationship. They share with you
the happy challenges that arise through this practice. Destin
and Anastasia demonstrate their favorite cock and vulva
massage strokes.

Sexological Bodywork- Sessions
Certified Sexological Bodyworkers are professional somatic
sex educators who teach through body-based exercises and
experiences. Sexological Bodywork sessions can have a
variety of intentions and expressions. In the videos here, you
will see sessions where the goal is sustained sexual arousal
involving movement and conscious breathing. Another
demonstrates working with gender non-conforming bodies.
In all of these sessions, you will see how constant
communication is extremely important.

Mapping-Placement of Attention
Anal and Vaginal Mapping are contemplative touch practices
that bring awareness and sensation to the tissues of the anus
and vagina. This practice helps us to train our placement of
attention. Mapping involves applying finger pressure in a
focused, structured way to specific points on the body. Every
move of the mapper's finger is guided by the receiver. How
long a point is held and with how much pressure is decided
by the receiver in each moment.

Dear Affiliates,
Below are the affiliate URLs that go with each of the classes above. Be sure to place your seven-digit CCBill
affiliate code in every hyperlink, replacing the seven X’s. You will find JPEGs for each of the class graphics here.
Any text you use will be Google searchable - and will bring more traffic to your website. You can also promote
yourself in various video descriptions with statements like, "I offer this type of bodywork in my private practice."

Joy of Thrusting
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/joy-of-thrusting

Masturbation Engineering
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/mast-engineer

Solo Rope Bondage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/solo-rope-bondage

Poetry in Practice
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/poetry-in-practice

Embodied Porn Watching
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/healthy-porn-watching/

Palm Springs Tantric Yoga
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/palm-springs-tantric-yoga

Sexual Kung Fu
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/sexual-kung-fu

Female Genital Massage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/fiv-woman

Male Genital Massage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/fom-man

Uranus: Self Anal Massage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/uranus-self-anal-massage

Divine Nectar: Exploring Female Ejaculation
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/divine-nectar

Healing Sex
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.orgasmicyoga.com/healing-sexual-trauma

Soft Cock Erotic Massage: Sensuous Lessons for the Orgasmic Man
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/soft-cock-erotic-massage

Oral Sex for Couples, Fabulous Fellatio
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/fabulous-fellatio

Oral Sex for Couples, Connected Cunnilingus
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/connected-cunnilingus

The Best of Vulva Massage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/the-best-of-vulva-massage

The Best of Penis Massage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/the-best-of-penis-massage

Anal Massage on a Woman
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/anal-massage-on-a-woman

Anal Massage on a Man
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/anal-massage-on-a-man

Genital Massage for Men
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/jaiyas-genital-massage-for-men

femme à femme - Erotic Massage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/femme-a-femme

Lovers getting started with Erotic Massage
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/lovers-getting-started

Sexological Bodywork- Sessions
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/sessions

Mapping-Placement of Attention
http://refer.ccbill.com/cgi-bin/clicks.cgi?CA=931235-0000&PA=xxxxxxx&HTML=https://www.eroticmassage.com/practicing-placement-of-attention

